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The importance of LHD (Load Haul Dump) machines in most mine operating systems is evident 
today. The cost of operation and maintenance is one of the challenges, while high availability and 
reliability are others. The latter will be increasingly important when automatic LHD machines are 
used more frequently. A key factor for automated LHD system is the planned maintenance 
process, as all corrective maintenance or accidental break-downs rapidly deteriorate the production 
system where operators are not present and maintenance personnel not available on short notice. A 
challenge for manufacturers is to improve the engineering design of their machine and related 
components (hydraulic systems etc) so as to make them more reliable and also making the 
machine easy to maintain. The demands on the overall communication systems and new and 
higher competence and skills needs on operation and maintenance personnel are a few factors that 
make many mines reluctant to the higher investments in Automated LHD systems. This paper 
reports some experiences with automated LHD machines in Scandinavia and the rest of the world 
and examines some of the issues that make the application of automatic LHD machines restricted 
by large operators and prohibitive by small mines. It also deals with the maintenance aspects of 
automated LHD systems and provides some initial considerations from a major Scandinavian 
research project in the field.  
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1 Introduction 

LHD's are used in most underground mines for loading and transporting of ore/minerals. 
The LHD's usually have a length of 8 to 15 meters and the weigh is between 20 to 75 
tons, using both electrical and diesel power. They generally operate at a relatively low 
speed of about 20-30 km/h in an often hot, dusty and wet environment. Their structure 
consists of two parts connected by an articulation point which gives them a high level of 
manoeuvrability in the narrow mine tunnels. The purpose of using automatic loaders in 
mines is mainly to improve productivity and to increase the safety for the personnel. 
With an automatic system the operator can be taken out of the mine and from distance 
control a number of LHD’s, increasing both productivity and security at the same time. 
Poole et. al. (1998), mentions that the automation process is used in day-to-day 
operations and that the process offers flexibility and convenience for the operators. The 
health and safety benefits will result in a long term wellness of the operators. There will 
also be manpower savings due to less travelling time and one operator for multiple 
machines. Another aspect of going automatic is the benefits of maintenance and Mäkelä 
(2001), mentioned that an automatic machine, designed with high reliability, will last 
longer since it requires less repair than a manual one. Due to the obvious advantages 
with automatic LHD’s, several initial steps have been taken towards making LHD’s 
driverless. It is already common practice in underground mines to operate LHD’s into 
unsupported areas using line-of-sight remote control. Here, an operator drives the 
vehicle manually to the brow (entrance) and then dismounts to drive the LHD into the 
stope by radio remote control. At all times the operator is close-by and can see the 
LHD. Once the bucket is loaded, the operator climbs back onto the machine to drive it 
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manually to the dump point. This procedure is slow because of the constant change 
between manual and remote operation. It is also unproductive because the bucket is 
difficult to fill due to the operator’s limited view of the loading operation. Most 
importantly, it is not fully safe since the operator’s remains close to the remote 
controlled vehicle and the unsupported ground. Tele-remote operation is the next step 
towards automated vehicles and is slowly gaining acceptance in the mining industry. 
For this operation method video cameras are installed on the LHD’s to provide the 
remote operator with clear views forward and backward. The LHD is remote (with 
vision) driven by the operator during the complete LHD load/dump cycle. An operator 
can be located in a safe and comfortable environment a long distance from the vehicle 
but can still only operate one vehicle at a time. The next step for LHD’s and trucks is to 
allow them to drive autonomous. Operators will still be required to monitor and be 
involved at some points but would be able to operate several vehicles simultaneously 
from a safe environment. Since such vehicles will faithfully follow programmed 
instructions, management has the flexibility to control the performance as well as the 
wear and tear of the vehicle. Automated LHD machines are manufactured by different 
companies. Most dominating manufacturers are; Atlas Copco (former Wagner) and 
Sandvik (former Toro) from Sweden and Caterpillar (Elphinstone) from USA/Australia 
(figures 1-3). Each supplier offers a number of different models of machines with 
different capacities and sizes. In addition to these vehicles, software’s and surrounding 
systems for automation of LHD’s and trucks are also being introduced as an integrated 
part of the system. The conditions and needs for automation might vary between 
countries and mines due to different parameters, yet, the technology is being developed 
and used in some of the mines in the world.  

 

Figure 1. Automated LHD system (AutoMineTM) from Sandvik with the operator’s 
environment (courtesy Sandvik). 
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Figure 2.  Automated LHD system from Atlas Copco with the operator’s environment 
(courtesy Atlas Copco). 

 

Figure 3.  Automated LHD system (MineGemTM) from Caterpillar with the operator’s 
environment (courtesy Caterpillar). 

2 Past experiences with LHD automation 

To date automatic systems are mainly being used for tramming/hauling and dumping. 
Despite the number of successful automation projects the mining companies still uses 
tele-remote control to load the buckets (Dyson 2008, Mining-technology.com). There 
have been a small number of tests using automated bucket filling but none which have 
been successful. The usage of an automatic loader for a backfilling operation has also 
been tested.  

2.1 Automatic loading operations 

A project to develop an automatic loading system at Noranda started in 1990 and was 
further developed after that. The system was first tested on a Wagner ST-8B machine at 
Noranda´s Brunswick division in 1997. The automatic system was tested for a week and 
compared with one good operator from the mine. Bucket loads, mucking and tramming 
were compared with good results. The loads achieved with the automatic loader were 
4% larger than the loads by the remote control operation. The automatic loader filled the 
bucket 24% faster than the operator. These two combined gives an improved 
productivity depending on the tramming time (Hedman, 1998). 
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Olympic Dam Operation in Australia (ODO) is Australia’s largest underground mine 
and have been involved in development and testing of automated LHD’s for four years. 
A test trial was performed, at the 42 Orange 20 Stope (at ODO), using the Caterpillar 
AutodigTM for loading the buckets together with automatic tramming and dumping. 
After no more than three shifts it was disconnected due to the following three reasons. It 
was difficult to make a correct manual setting of the AutodigTM because of the large 
variations in rock sizes. It was only in about 30% of the time that the AutodigTM 

managed to fill the bucket at one pass. “The AutodigTM would try to straighten out the 
machine while bogging on left full lock causing the rear end to swing into adjacent wall 
during reversing” (McHugh, 2004).  

2.2 Advantages with LHD automation 

In October 1998 the first semiautonomous Tamrock 2500 was commissioned for 
operation in LKAB’s Kiirunavaara mine, Sweden. The goal was to improve the 
utilization of the LHD’s and one operator to control three LHD’s. With the autonomous 
system the productivity improvements started to be positive. One significant 
improvement was the increase of the tyre life thanks to the optimised dumping and 
braking of autonomous LHD’s. Another advantage was that the autonomous LHD 
dropped fewer rocks. Even though tyres, transmissions and other components were not 
damaged as frequent, LKAB expects more maintenance improvements once the system 
is improved (Chadwick 2000). At Inca’s Stobie Mine in Ontario, a “light wire” 
guidance system has been used successfully for several years. The operator handles up 
to three LHD’s at one time. It was reported in 1999 that six LHD’s were used in the 
Stobie Mine and they claim improved service life, reduced maintenance and tyre cost. 
(Golosinski 2000) Hedman mentions that time savings was one of the major benefits 
when using automatic LHD’s at the Stobie Mine. Up to two or three hours were saved 
per shift in travelling. The concept was implemented on the LHD’s successfully and the 
operators were positive to the change. A more precise prediction on failure could be 
made on engine, tyres, frame etc. since the incoming data could be evaluated in a new 
way. Another benefit with autonomous LHD’s was longer operation cycles for the 
machine. In 2003 two of El Teniente’s mining areas, Pipa Norte and Diablo 
Regimiento, were to be automated in several areas in order to increase productivity 
(Sandvik, 2009). They were using fully automated TORO 0010C LHD loaders, three in 
Pipe Norte and three in Diablo Regimiento (by June 2005) with possibility of seven 
more, which were operated from a single control room (Schweinkart and Soikkeli 
2004). The loading was carried out using teleremote control, the hauling and dumping 
were autonomous and a guidance system together with a traffic management system 
controlled the units from the dump and back (Sandvik 2009 and Schweinkart and 
Soikkeli 2004). In 2004, the El Teniente Mine in Chile was the first mine to use 
advanced autonomous LHD in large scale production. (Mining technology.com) Woof 
(2005) means that the AutoMineTM system at El Teniente mine in Chile requires more 
highly trained service personnel than before. The automatic tramming will over time 
result in reduced machine downtime. The benefit with lower costs for maintenance and 
spares comes from less wear and tear on drivelines, no overheated engines, optimized 
gear shifting and extended tyre life. There will also be less bucket spillage and 
collisions with the walls when using automated tramming. The Jundee mine in Australia 
has successfully been using two automatic Caterpillar R2900 LHD’s for 18 months, 
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since the beginning of 2008. The operator is responsible for the actual bogging using 
telemetry and the rest is handled by MineGemTM. They have been able to use one 
machine less which reduces the operator costs with at least the same production. The 
wear and tear of the machines is less and the machines stay off the walls and can go 
faster with the automated system. The operators can be productive three hours more per 
day since they can operate the vehicle from outside of the mine and don’t have to travel 
up from the mine during blasting. They have also removed the need for secondary piles 
in the mine (Miningnews.net 2009). At the production trial at the 42 Orange 20 Stope 
(ODO) a new R2900 loader were used. It generally took four shifts before the operators 
were comfortable with the system. The tramming and dumping were automated and the 
speed was tested up to 20 km/hour. The autotram system could work through shift 
breaks, during major stope firings and through dust. The shift handover took only a few 
minutes above surface. The maintenance personnel commented that the automatic 
vehicles could drive faster (12 km/hour) than the manual (5 km/hour) where the roads 
were in bad conditions since the operators could get injured driving on the damaged 
road. A comparison was made between an automatic and manual loader driving on a 
road with good conditions during 15 cycles. It was found that the cycle times for the 
manual loader were shorter than for the autonomous. (McHugh, 2004) During 2003 
ODO was using two automated LHD’s and reported an increase in production of 40% 
(CSIRO, 2008). Malmberget mine, LKAB, are working with the MineGemTM team and 
the Swedish Caterpillar dealer Pon Equipment AB to try out a Caterpillar R2900G LHD 
for automated operation (Casteel 2008). They had a 12 month testing period that was 
very successful. The mine manager Björn Koorem says that the production has shown 
to be increased with between 10-20% when using an automatic LHD. Other advantages 
like increased utilization and production and less machine damage will be appreciated 
with time (Caterpillar, 2008). 

2.3 Disadvantages with LHD automation 

Because of maintenance issues INCO (Stobie Mine and Creighton Mine) can not see 
that the whole mine should be unmanned. Mining equipment is not very reliable and the 
mean time between failures on components needs to be better before there can be less 
interaction on the equipment (DeGaspari, 2003). SALT II: LKAB in co-operation with 
Tamrock conducted a full scale test of LHD’s equipped with a guidance system in the 
late 80´th. The LHD’s brought nearly one million ton iron ore to the shafts during the 
test period. The results were ok but didn’t manage the production and availability goals. 
During the test, sub level stooping was used as production method, not sublevel caving 
that is presently being used. The fact that it wouldn’t be cost effective to implement a 
technology greatly based on infrastructure was the main conclusion. The test gave input 
to economical simulations (Bergström and Wigden, 1998). At the test trial, at the 42 
Orange 20 Stope (Olympic Dam Operation in Australia), previously described, it was 
noticed that the bucket teeth would touch the wall if the speed was too high in reverse 
when trying to attempt a corner too fast. Except for that, collisions with the walls were 
minor during automated mode (McHugh, 2004). For the Stobie mine, one disadvantage 
with autonomous LHD’s was that the movement between the levels became more 
difficult since the cab was removed from the automated LHD and therefore the operator 
had no place to sit (Hedman, 1998). Casteel (2008) points out some of the problems 
with automatic systems. He claims that some of the issues are that it is rather costly to 
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install the automatic systems and that the mine needs to meet some specific physical 
requirements. This means that it seems like large-scale mining will get more significant 
benefits from installing the whole package where production can be increased in large 
cycle applications. Casteel further mentions that the system can be fitted to suit smaller 
operations as well though it is easier to install the technology in mine sections that have 
planned to use it.    

2.4 Maintenance experiences 

Woof (2009) states that the automatic machines require less maintenance and have 
lower running costs because gears are changed at optimum times and engines are not 
over revved. A similar statement is made at Mining-technology.com where it is written 
that the maintenance requirements will be less using an autonomous system since the 
driving is always perfectly matched with the situation. The reliability and safety 
requirements are high which makes it essential for the system to have a robust self-
diagnostic fault detection and fail-safe mechanism in place. Poole et. al. (1998) 
describes the changes made to a RoboScoop W so it could be autonomously operated at 
the Stobie Mine. Since the intent was to reduce the need for the operator to be present at 
the LHD, different applications were added to increase the time between daily 
maintenance/service. An auto lubrication system was also added. Since the machine is 
not dependent on the operators working hours a “shift” for the machine could be based 
on either maintenance or service intervals. In the El Tenientes Pipa Norte mine the 
LHD’s will only leave the production area when there is planned maintenance or major 
breakdown. Refuelling and lubrication is scheduled through the AutoMineTM system 
and will be carried out in a specific place of the mine to where the LHD has been 
brought by the maintenance personnel. The shift and daily maintenance functions will 
be performed while the machine is being serviced.  The availability of the fleet is based 
on planned downtime hours (for scheduled maintenance services), and unplanned 
downtime hours (for unscheduled repairs or breakdown work). “There is no experience 
to accurately predict unplanned downtime in an automatic operation.” It is believed 
that condition monitoring would be possible to use in order to achieve a diagnostic 
capability so at least 15% of the potential failures of the manual operation can be 
identified and taken care of during the planned downtime. It is suggested that the 
downtime will be about the same for the automated machines as for the manual. The 
number of full time service/maintenance personnel is estimated to be the same whether 
the fleet is autonomous or manual although the technical skill level is required to be 
higher for an autonomous fleet. In case of a LHD breakdown, the LHD is prepared for 
manual control and all other LHD’s will be excluded from that actual tunnel 
(Schweinkart and Soikkeli 2004). At the production trial at the 42 Orange 20 Stope 
(ODO) the maintenance was described as follows; the underground maintenance crew 
took care of the re-fuelling at mid shift according to maintenance schedule. During the 
re-fuelling, road maintenance was taken care of and during service time, the lasers were 
cleaned with a rag (McHugh, 2004). 

2.5 Availability and reliability of automated LHD  

LKAB started 1987 a project together with ARA (present Sandvik) called SALT I. The 
objectives were driverless machines and remote/automatic controlled LHD’s operated 
from a control room. The project didn’t fulfil the objectives and were shut down 1991. 
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The availability was low for the LHD’s and they didn’t reach the expected production 
level (Hedman, 1998). To deal with this issues a second project, SALT II, was 
launched, see section 2.3. McHugh (2004) describes a four month long production trial 
in 2002-2003 at the Purple Stopes (Olympic Dam Operation in Australia) with the 
MineGemTM system. The total systems availability was over 90%. The main cause of 
downtime was the reliability of the radio cell. Breakdown maintenance and oversize 
boulders were the biggest cause of utilization downtime. When comparing the autotram 
operation with an average manual loader it was found that the automatic loader worked 
1,9 hours more per shift. Two different Atlas Copco LHD’s were used during an 
extensive field trial in the Kvarntorp Mine (Atlas Copco testing facility), Sweden, 
during 2006-2007. The test was first conducted with an Atlas Copco ST1010C LHD 
and later with a ST14 LHD. The results were compared with previous recorded manual 
operators. Based on a large number of repeated tramming operations, the system was 
found to have a remarkably high reliability (Larsson et al. 2008). The Stawell gold mine 
in Australia, owned by Leviathan Resources (later acquired by Perseverance Corp.) 
started using a MineGemTM system for an automatic loader in August 2005. Since the 
working environment is very bad at the mine it is a big improvement to have an 
automatic LHD operation. They say that 50% or more of the material is being 
transported with MineGemTM -enabled machines and that the reliability of the system is 
85-90% (Casteel 2008). Rio Tinto´s Northparkes Mine has is using MineGemTM and 
claims that the availability of the system is more than 95% and that it is operating 10 
hours per 12-hour shift (Caterpillar 2007). 

3 Discussion 

Over the 20 years of use of automated LHD’s in the mining industry some issues and 
challenges remain. The issues of productivity and safety are still the driving force for 
the investments in automated systems but the reported achievements differ. Even 
thought the loading capacity in some cases is reported lower than for manual loading 
some experiences show up to 50% increase in production over time. However, it is hard 
to fully comprehend the underlying reasons for the large variation in productivity gain. 
The availability figures vary between different applications. Even if low availability 
have been reported from the early tests more recent applications have shown higher 
availability as for example total availability of over 90% and shift availability of over 
95% that is reported from tests in the Australian mining industry. The maintenance 
issue was early put forward as an argument for automation of LHD’s. Increase of tyre 
life, due to smoother, optimised gear shifting, has frequently been reported. 
Improvement have also been reported on less wear on transmissions and drive lines as 
well as no overheated engines. Nevertheless the more extensive skills and experience 
required by maintenance personnel have also been acknowledged. Even if, high 
availability has been reported, the importance of high reliability is accentuated in all 
automation application where the ambition is to remove operators from the equipment. 
It is necessary to eliminate, or minimize small “fixings” and instead concentrate service 
and maintenance work to regular, major stops that takes care of the majority of the 
problems, see figure 4. To reduce costs the general industrial trend goes towards 
planned and condition based maintenance as well as to minimize all acute work. For 
automation in mines this question is even more important since too much unplanned 
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repairs and maintenance work in an LHD operation significantly reduces overall 
availability for the system and can also jeopardise the entire investment in automation.  

 

Figure 4.  Planed versus operator assisted maintenance process. 

The concept of Design-out-Maintenance for LHD machines have been addressed in a 
large national project in Sweden sponsored by SSF and by Swedish industry E.g. 
Sandvik AB and Boliden Mineral AB. The project shall develop an approach that can 
help integrate maintenance needs at the engineering design stage using RAMS 
(Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Supportability) with an LCC (Life-Cycle-
Cost) perspective. Another possible way to increase reliability that has been suggested 
is by condition monitoring of vital parts of the machine. By monitoring strategic parts 
and controlling the remaining useful life an optimised maintenance procedure can be 
achieved bringing accidental and un-controlled stops to a minimum. Modern 
computerised control system can efficiently assist the data retrieval from the machine 
and the communication of data to the surrounding mining system.  

4 Concluding Remarks 

The usages and success of automated LHD systems has mainly focused on productivity 
and safety. However the operation and maintenance issues that constantly have been 
reported during more than 20 years of use of automated LHD’s cannot be neglected. 
High reliability is a necessity for LHD automation where the operators have been 
removed from the vehicle and maintenance staff is not always available with short 
notice. Going from “constant operators fixing” to planned maintenance is vital for 
automation. The design parameter for LHD will be addressed in a national research 
project in Sweden as well as the possibility to develop condition based technique that 
can predict remaining useful life an thereby optimize maintenance actions. The overall 
goal is to develop efficient automation systems for other and also smaller mines.  
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